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“This is not to suggest that 

intellectual property law 

meets all the needs of 

indigenous peoples and 

local communities.” 

 

But, if used strategically, you 

may be able: 

to prevent others from 

exploiting your TK and 

TCEs without your 

permission 

to maximize the economic 

value of your TK or TCEs-

related products and 

services 

 



If you understand the basics of 

intellectual property … 

You would be better placed to: 

protect your TK and TCEs; 

promote products and services based on your TK and 

TCEs – if you wish to do so; 

stop others from using the intellectual property system to 

claim ownership of creations or inventions that are based 

on or have been developed using TK or TCEs without 

complying with the relevant legal requirements;  

reduce the risk of free-riding by others on the successful 

use of TK and TCEs in marketable products in national 

and international markets. 



Intellectual Property – What for? 

Provides recognition for 

and commercial reward 

from creations and 

inventions: 

 

Patents 

Industrial designs 

Copyright 

 

Helps to differentiate 

goods and services and 

to make them more 

attractive to consumers: 

 

Trademarks 

Geographical 

indications 



Intellectual Property – The basics 

Exclusive rights  … private rights 

 

Not everything can be protected … Rules to be 

respected (substantial and formal) 

 

Limited protection (in space and in time) 

 

Can be transferred or licensed 

 

Balance is needed, in order to nurture a fair environment 

in which creativity and innovation can flourish 

 

 



In what ways do intellectual  property 

rights differ? 

Subject matter of protection 

 

Requirements for the grant of protection 

 

Conditions for protection 

 

Nature of the rights granted 

 

Duration of protection 



The standard IP system, TK and TCEs 

The intellectual property system was not designed  to 

protect TK and TCEs. 

 

Nonetheless, real life examples show that indigenous 

peoples and local communities have used it to protect 

their TK and TCEs 



Intellectual property relevant for TK and 

TCEs 

Copyright:  Dreaming stories protected in Australia 

Patents:  Novel analgesic compounds + Anti-

inflammatory compounds 

Trademarks:  Cowichan + Taita baskets 

Geographical indications:  Montecristi straw hat 

Industrial designs 

Protection against unfair competition:  Misleading or 

deceptive labels 

Trade secrets:  The Pitjantjatjara Council’s sacred 

secret 



Copyright 

Protects the expression of ideas, not the ideas 

 

Protects original works. 

 

Right to prevent others from copying  

 

Generally, inspiration is allowed 

 

No need to register works:  Automatic protection 

 

Economic rights + Moral rights 

Economic rights have limited duration:  50 years after the 

death of the creator 

 

 

 

 



Whoever writes down 

TK-related 

information may be 

entitled to copyright in 

the way that TK has 

been put into words. 

TK is not protected 

 

But the way it has 

been expressed is 

 

What rights do TK 

holders have? 



Whoever films 

someone explaining 

how to use a plant for 

medicinal purposes 

(TK) may be entitled 

to rights in the 

recording. 

TK is not protected 

 

The recording is 

protected 

 

What rights do TK 

holders have? 

 



The original artwork / The infringing 

reproduction 



Patents 

Protect inventions (products or processes) that are: 

New (novelty) 

Inventive (inventive step) 

Useful or industrially applicable (utility or industrial 

applicability) 

… Known as the patentability criteria. 

Adequately disclosed 

 

Grant the exclusive right to make or use the protected 

invention commercially 

In a certain territory 

For a limited period (generally 20 years) 

 



Patent applications include: 

A complete and clear explanation of the invention (the 

specification) 

One or more sentences which specify the scope of 

protection (the claims) 

 

A patent application is filed, assessed (compared to prior 

art, among others) and, eventually, a patent is granted:  

No registration, no patent 

 

Third parties may alert a patent office to relevant prior art 

 

A patent application can be rejected. 

A patent can be invalidated. 

 

 



The specification 







Can TK be patented? 



Trademarks 

Distinguish goods or services of one provider from the 

goods or services of other providers 

Trademarks 

Must be distinctive 

Cannot be generic, descriptive or deceptive  

Should not be identical or confusingly similar to other 

marks 

Usually needs to be registered to be protected 

Generally, registration lasts for 10 years.  It is renewable 

Prevent others from using confusingly similar marks for 

identical or similar goods or services … in a certain 

territory 



Special trademarks 

A collective mark is owned by an association or 

cooperative representing a group of people or 

businesses 

Can be used by members of the association or 

cooperative for goods or services that comply with 

established criteria. 

 

A certification mark can used by anyone provided its 

goods or services meet certain prescribed standards. 



Geographical indications 

Sign used on products that have a specific geographical 

origin and possess qualities or a reputation that are 

essentially due to that origin  

 

Geographical origin may be important because of: 

Natural factors – i.e., local soil, climate etc 

Human factors – i.e., skills, knowledge, practices/traditions 

 

National laws vary greatly: 

Some have special laws 

Others use collective or certification marks 

 

 

 



Geographical indications 

At the very least, national laws prevent the use of 

geographical indications when this might mislead the 

public as to the true geographical origin of a product. 

 

TK and TCEs can be included in the specifications or 

standards for the protected geographical indication 

 





Intellectual Property 

Complex world 

 

Different tools and different rules 

 

Common features 

Creations of the human mind 

Conditions that need to be complied with 

Exclusive rights:  « prevent others from … » 

Generally, protection is limited in time and space 

 

Key questions: What is/would be really protected? Where?  For how 

long? What formal or substantive requirements (would) need to be 

met?  Are they met / Have they been met? 

 

Mistakes can be corrected 

 

 

 


